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NCBE claims that its standardization process of equat-
ing makes it so that an MBE score of 140 in July has 
the same meaning as a 140 in February; the difference 
in mean from July to February is because the February 
candidates are weaker.8 A July candidate who is rela-
tively weak on the MBE but better on the written would 
do better by taking the bar exam in February, when his 
or her essay score would be even higher because of the 
comparative grading.
By this logic, then, the candidates in July 2015 in Ten-
nessee (mean MBE score of 139.8) are weaker than the 
candidates in California (mean MBE score 142.2). But 
the UBE scales a written score to the candidates in the 
jurisdiction where the UBE was taken. So because of the 
way the UBE is scaled, that same July candidate in a UBE 
jurisdiction could now achieve a similar result by picking 
a jurisdiction more like the February national pool where 
the mean MBE score is 138 and simply transferring that 
score to her own preferred jurisdiction (forum shopping, 
rather than deferring until February). But to do that, she 
would have to choose wisely so that her written perfor-
mance is comparatively higher enough, and we don’t 
have the information to make that choice.9 
Consider an example:
Written scaled = (candidate written score s.d.) (state-
wide MBE s.d.) + (statewide mean MBE score)
Suppose our candidate scores 124 on the MBE: she 
would need 156 on the written to total 280, the UBE 
passing score in that jurisdiction. In her home jurisdic-
tion (like the July national mean), the MBE mean is 
141.5 and the s.d. is 16, so she would need to be 0.91 
s.d. above the mean in her written performance (82nd 
percentile).
But now choose a jurisdiction where the pool looks 
more like a February pool, with a mean of 138 and s.d. 
of 15.3. Now she would need to be 1.2 s.d. above the 
mean (89th percentile in that weaker jurisdiction) to 
reach a 280.  
It seems likely that our candidate’s strong written 
performance in her jurisdiction would rank her even 
higher in a weaker jurisdiction, so it would work to 
forum shop, but once again, we do not have the neces-
sary statistics to test the hypothesis. Testing requires 
knowing the MBE mean and the standard deviation 
from that mean for that jurisdiction because the essays 
and performance test raw scores are scaled using that 
number. 
Nonetheless, it can be inferred that achieving a dif-
ferent numerical score for the exact same performance 
is possible depending on where the candidate wrote the 
exam because of “relative grading.” Relative grading 
or “rank-ordering” occurs when graders make grading 
distinctions among papers where the “top grade does not 
necessarily indicate an excellent paper; it just indicates a 
paper that is better than the other papers.”10 For the UBE, 
The Possibility That One Can “Game the Test” 
Makes a UBE Score Inherently Unreliable 
The National Conference of Bar Examiners (NCBE), the 
entity that produces the MEE, MPT, MBE, and MPRE 
components of the bar exam, claims that the UBE pro-
vides more consistency in bar admission requirements 
than non-UBE jurisdictions and is, therefore, more reli-
able. NCBE points to the UBE’s equal weighting of 
components and uniform scoring as opposed to differ-
ences among non-UBE jurisdictions in their grading and 
scoring.2 NCBE further claims that the UBE provides the 
consistency essential for comparisons between jurisdic-
tions of examinees’ competency because all UBE examin-
ees “will be taking exactly the same exam and receiving 
scores that will have the same meaning across the coun-
try.”3 Scores have the same meaning because the UBE is 
“uniformly administered, graded, and scored”4 by the 
jurisdictions that adopt it. Consequently, although UBE 
jurisdictions may set differing cut scores for admission, 
what remains “consistent” is the assurance that a UBE 
score represents an examinee’s fitness for the practice of 
law within the UBE roster of jurisdictions. 
The question, however, is whether the scoring process 
followed by UBE jurisdictions achieves this level of reli-
ability. An example shows why “uniform” scores may 
not “have the same meaning” and therefore may not be 
sufficiently reliable for high-stakes testing.
Let’s begin with the mean MBE scores from the July 
2015 bar exam.5 The following are those scores that are 
available from jurisdictions that publish their state’s 
mean MBE score, although not the standard deviation 
(“s.d.”):







The largest difference in mean MBE score among these 
jurisdictions is 2.6. 
Now consider NCBE’s published national mean MBE 
scores in 2014, as well as their standard deviation: 
2014 National Mean and 





July 2014 141.5 16.0
Feb. 2014 138.0 15.3
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Now let’s consider what happens if the jurisdiction’s 
MBE mean is down at 135, with a standard deviation still 
at 15. If our candidate 
scores 1 s.d. above the mean on the written, then 
her written score will be standardized to 135 + 15 = 
150. That means that her total UBE score would be 
150 + 125 = 275. She would no longer be eligible in 
Idaho (where the minimum required is 280) simply 
because of the slightly lower mean but same variance 
in MBE scores in her jurisdiction. Her skill level did 
not change: that of the pool of candidates did. Is this 
what we want to mean when we tout the “portability” 
of the UBE?17
Now consider that the jurisdiction’s MBE mean is at 
14018 but the standard deviation is not as large – make it 
12 rather than 15. The MBE score is still 125 but now our 
candidate’s written score that is 1 s.d. above the mean in 
her jurisdiction gets scaled to 140 + 12 = 152. Her total 
score on the UBE is then 152 + 125 = 277 and again she 
would not be able to transport that score to Idaho for 
admission.
But those are pretty simplistic examples. If our candi-
date is really that good at the written component (in the 
84th percentile in her jurisdiction if she is 1 s.d. above the 
mean) and she chooses a jurisdiction where the applicant 
pool is, for whatever reason, weaker in written perfor-
mance, then her performance will be more than 1 s.d. 
higher in that jurisdiction. It can get a bit complicated to 
estimate this, but just say that the MBE mean is down at 
135 as in the second example, and relative to the weaker 
pool her written score winds up being 2.5 s.d. above the 
mean. Then her written score would scale to 135 + 22.5 = 
157.5 and that elevates her total UBE score to 125 + 157.5 
= 282.5. This would give her entry into just about any 
UBE jurisdiction.19
It would seem likely that with smaller sample sizes, it 
would be more likely to see variations from the normal 
distribution. However, it is not possible to determine how 
seriously that would distort the standardization because 
so little information about the national sample and the 
individual jurisdictions is available. Nonetheless, it is 
possible to see that the more you “work the numbers” 
the way the NCBE does,20 the more you see that the same 
skill level could result in different UBE scores, depending 
on where the candidate takes the exam and what that 
jurisdiction’s applicant pool does on that particular exam, 
in terms of both skill level and also the range or spread 
of scores. 
“UBE Shopping” May Make a UBE Score “Fair” for 
the Examinee 
“Forum shopping,” however, may level the playing field 
for the individual in a way that the current scoring and 
weighting of the bar exam components does not. While 
relative grading may make a UBE score “unreliable” as to 
the “receiving” jurisdiction, it may make the UBE “fair” 
this means that the examinee’s written portion – the MEE 
and MPT – is scored “relative” to the other examinees’ 
answers in that jurisdiction. These “ranked” scores are 
then scaled to the MBE.11 
Returning to our example, if we apply this process to 
scoring our candidate’s written bar exam components, 
she can “appear” better and therefore be “ranked” higher 
when in the company of one group as opposed to anoth-
er. NCBE has acknowledged this situation: it has been shown 
that “an essay of average proficiency will be graded lower if 
it appears in a pool of excellent essays than if it appears in a 
pool of poor essays. Context matters.”12 Finally, when this 
“ranked” score is then scaled to the MBE score for that 
group, she may end up with a higher UBE score than she 
would otherwise receive. Thus, while the score is “por-
table,” it is not accurate because the written score – 50% of 
the total – depends on the strength of the applicant pool 
in the jurisdiction where she wrote the exam.
The size of the applicant pool would also play a role, 
especially if that affects the standard deviation of the 
MBE distribution in that jurisdiction.13 This requires 
understanding how essay scores are scaled to the MBE. 
According to Dr. Susan Case, former director of testing 
for the National Conference of Bar Examiners, scaling the 
essays to the MBE is essential to ensure that scores have a 
consistent meaning over time.14 Essentially, essay graders 
engage in relative grading so that the top performers in a 
group get the same top scores as those in a prior group, 
regardless of whether the pool is less competent than a 
prior pool. 
With the UBE, however, essays are not scaled to a 
national distribution that has been scaled across time, but 
are instead scaled to that jurisdiction’s MBE distribution 
by forcing them to have the mean and standard devia-
tion as that of the MBE distribution for that jurisdiction. 
In other words, the same skill level on the essays and 
MPT would get a different score in different jurisdictions, 
depending not only on the relative written skill of the 
jurisdiction’s candidates, but also the relative MBE skill. 
This can have a significant impact on individual scores, 
especially in smaller jurisdictions.
Using the NCBE’s method of scaling,15 let’s see what 
would happen with a hypothetical candidate. Let’s 
assume we have a candidate who scores 125 on the MBE 
when the national mean is 140 and the standard deviation 
is 15 (so this candidate is 1 s.d. below the national mean 
because the MBE is her relative weakness). However, our 
candidate is good at essays and the MPT so her written 
score is 1 s.d. above the mean for her jurisdiction. Accord-
ing to the methodology that NCBE uses in scaling MBE 
scores, our candidate’s essay score will be computed to 
be 140 + 15 = 155 because the jurisdiction’s MBE mean 
is 140 and its s.d. is 15. That would give our candidate a 
total UBE score of 155 + 125 = 280, which is high enough 
for admittance in several jurisdictions, including New 
Mexico, Idaho, Washington and New York.16 
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and performance tests as well as multiple choice ques-
tions, as does the UBE.24 According to Dr. Johnson: 
when the correlation between multiple choice and a 
different format item is relatively low, significant differ-
ences in accuracy of equating are seen between men and 
women, and the use of multiple choice items as anchors 
is of questionable efficacy (Kim & Walker, 2011), pre-
sumably because the two formats are not measuring 
the same underlying ability. Susan Case . . . reported 
the correlation between MBE and MPT to be down 
at .38, which may be the cause for concern in many 
jurisdictions. Very large sample sizes do not cure the 
problem.25 
However, whenever NCBE is questioned about the 
“reliability, validity, integrity, and fairness of the test 
and the processes by which it is created and scored,”26 it 
appears to have but one answer: trust us because we ran 
the tests and we say that they are reliable. When NCBE 
informs the public that its test instruments are valid and 
reliable, we have only its word for it because NCBE does 
not share how it verifies its own questions – just that it 
does.27 
And it’s not like NCBE has not been asked. In 
response to the legal academy’s questioning of the MBE 
in light of the decline in the mean score for the July 2014 
administration of the Multistate Bar Examination, Erica 
Moeser, president of the National Conference of Bar 
Examiners, wrote that “we are confident of the correct-
ness of the scores as reported. Because of the importance 
of getting things right, we engaged in more replications 
of our equating procedure internally – and indeed, more 
review of our procedures for selecting test items – than 
usual. Had we detected error, we would have reported 
and acted upon it. We found no error.”28 
Scoring Issues With UBE’s “Portability” May Make 
Admissions Committees Vulnerable to Legal Claims
There is a difference between an exam score earned by 
an examinee in an individual jurisdiction scoring its own 
written exam and an exam score earned in one jurisdic-
tion that is “transported” to another. Even if the UBE 
is uniformly administered, graded, and scored by the 
jurisdictions that adopt it, we have seen how it is possible 
that a 280 score in one jurisdiction is not the same as a 280 
score in another. 
Let’s consider our hypothetical candidate once again. 
Suppose she takes the bar exam in one UBE jurisdiction 
and scores a 278. She understands how close she is to the 
magic 280 that would allow her admittance to Idaho, and 
to the individual. By having a choice among UBE juris-
dictions as to where to take the exam, an examinee who 
performs better on the written component can compen-
sate for a weaker MBE score by having that written score 
ranked and scaled in a “weaker” jurisdiction. 
On the other hand, how “fair” is it to the other exam-
inees in the UBE jurisdiction to which the score is trans-
ported? While essay grading by rank-ordering is con-
sidered a “grading fundamental”21 and practiced within 
non-UBE jurisdictions as well as UBE jurisdictions, it has 
different implications in a UBE setting. Even assuming 
that, in both a non-UBE jurisdiction and a UBE jurisdic-
tion, an examinee’s raw scores on the written portion 
are added up and scaled to the MBE mean and standard 
deviation for that jurisdiction, the difference is that the 
non-UBE earned score remains in that jurisdiction. It is 
not transferred for admission to practice law in another 
jurisdiction where a completely different group of candi-
dates sat for the bar exam. The examinee with the “por-
table score” was not “ranked” against these examinees to 
achieve his or her score. 
NCBE Claims That the UBE’s Consistency Will 
Make the Bar Admission Process More Comprehen-
sible to the Public 
NCBE’s claim that the UBE’s consistency will make the 
bar admission process more understandable to the public 
is insupportable when much of that process remains hid-
den from public scrutiny. NCBE is not making the bar 
admission process more comprehensible to the public 
when it speaks in hypotheticals, even as it purports to 
“unlock” the mysteries of scaling essay scores to the MBE. 
While NCBE releases the national MBE mean following 
each administration of the bar exam and some jurisdic-
tions release their individual MBE mean, there is a general 
absence of information regarding the mean and standard 
deviation for the MBE and the written component used to 
determine bar scores in jurisdictions. Without this informa-
tion, there is no way to replicate, and therefore validate, the 
“equating process” followed by NCBE and jurisdictions in 
arriving at examinee scores. Nor is there any way to assess 
the “validity and reliability of using only multiple choice 
items as anchors to equate forms of a mixed-format test.”22 
Recent studies in this area indicate a cause for concern as 
to whether NCBE’s equating method works equivalently 
for different subpopulations.23 
Equally concerning is the validity and adequacy of 
using only multiple choice items as anchors to equate 
forms of a mixed-format test – one that consists of essays 
The size of the applicant pool would also play a role, 
especially if that affects the standard deviation of the 
MBE distribution in that jurisdiction.
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2. See National Conference of Bar Examiners and American Bar Association 
Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar, Comprehensive Guide 
to Bar Admission Requirements 40 (2016), (Chart 9: Grading and Scoring. 
While the UBE weights the MBE at 50% and the written portion, MEE and 
MPT, at 50%, Chart 9 shows the range about jurisdictions: MBE weights range 
from 33 to 50%, the MEE and/or local essay exam from 25 to 60%, and the 
MPT or local performance test from 8.7 to 26%.) www ncbex.org/pubs/bar-
admissions-guide/2016/index.html#p=1. 
3. Susan M. Case, The Testing Column, The Uniform Bar Examination: 
What’s In It for Me? The Bar Examiner, Feb. 2010, at 50, 52 (Case, What’s In 
It For Me?),  http://www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/
articles/2010/790110_TestingColumn.pdf. See also UBE Score Portability, 
National Conference of Bar Examiners, www.ncbex.org/exams/ube/score-
portability/. NCBE advises jurisdictions that because every UBE jurisdiction 
uses the same essay questions, the same performance tasks, and the same 
grading guidelines, as long as the candidate sits for all portions of the UBE 
in the same UBE jurisdiction and in the same administration, a portable UBE 
score is earned that can then be transferred to other states that have joined the 
UBE network. 
4. Jurisdictions That Have Adopted the UBE, National Conference of Bar 
Examiners, www.ncbex.org/exams/ube/.
5. Email from Nancy E. Johnson to Suzanne Darrow-Kleinhaus, Professor of 
Law and Director of Academic Development and Bar Programs, Touro Law 
Center (Feb. 15, 2016, 2:49 p m. EST) (on file with author).
6. The information in the table entitled July 2015 MBE Mean for Selected 
Jurisdictions was collected from multiple websites. See Derek T. Muller, Cali-
fornia Bar Exam Takers Are Far More Able Than Others Nationwide But Fail at 
Much Higher Rates, Excess of Democracy, http://excessofdemocracy.com/
blog/2015/11/california-bar-exam-takers-are-far-more-able-than-others-na-
tionwide-but-fail-at-much-higher-rates (California Mean of 142.4); July 2015 
Pennsylvania Bar Examination Statistics, Pennsylvania Board of Law Exam-
iners, www.pabarexam.org/pdf/statistics/july/j2015.pdf (Pennsylvania 
Mean of 142.4); Georgia Bar Examination Statistics, Supreme Court of Georgia 
Office of Bar Admissions, https://www.gabaradmissions.org/georgia-bar-
examination-statistics#0715 (Georgia Mean of 140.2); National Conference 
of Bar Examiners, 2015 Statistics, The Bar Examiner, Mar. 2016, at 14, 44 
(Table entitled: 2015 MPRE National Summary Statistics Based on Scaled 
Scores) www ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fassets%2Fmedia_files%2FBar-
Examiner%2Fissues%2FBE-March2016-Abridged.pdf; Statistics of the Ten-
nessee Bar Exam 2013, 2014 and 2015, Tennessee Bar Exam (Oct. 25, 2015), 
http://tennesseebarexam.blogspot.com/ (Tennessee Mean of 139.8). 
7. National Conference of Bar Examiners, 2014 Statistics, The Bar Examiner, 
Mar. 2015, at 8, 34, (Table entitled: 2014 MBE National Summary Statistics 
based on Scaled Scores) www.ncbex.org/pdfviewer/?file=%2Fdmsdocument
%2F164.
8. Susan M. Case, The Testing Column, Demystifying Scaling to the MBE: 
How’d You Do That?, The Bar Examiner, May 2005, at 46 (Case, Demystifying 
Scaling to the MBE). 
9. Email from Nancy E. Johnson to Suzanne Darrow-Kleinhaus, Professor of 
Law and Director of Academic Development and Bar Programs, Touro Law 
Center (Feb. 15, 2016, 2:49 p m. EST) (on file with author). 
10. Susan M. Case, The Testing Column, Quality Control for Develop-
ing and Grading Written Bar Exam Components, The Bar Examiner, June 
2013, at 34, 36, www ncbex.org/assets/media_files/Bar-Examiner/
articles/2013/820213Testing-Column.pdf. 
11. Judith A. Gundersen, The Testing Column, Essay Grading Fundamentals, 
The Bar Examiner, March 2015, at 54, www.ncbex.org/assets/media_files/
Bar-Examiner/articles/2015/840115-abridged.pdf. In rank-ordering, some 
papers “should get high scores, some average scores, and some lower 
scores, regardless of what score scale a jurisdiction uses (1–5, 1–6, 1–10, 
etc.), and regardless of whether, taken as a whole, papers are strong or 
she understands that the scaling seems weird. Could she 
not file a discrimination suit, based on NCBE’s scoring 
practices29 and seek discovery to force release of informa-
tion about the mean and standard deviation for the MBE 
and the written score in each of the two jurisdictions? 
How long will it be before a disappointed examinee chal-
lenges the portability of a UBE score?
Now that we know the UBE can result in a different 
numerical score for the exact same performance depend-
ing on where the examinee wrote the test, what we decide 
to do next is critical. Of course, we can ignore what we 
know and allow bar candidates to “UBE shop.” Or we 
can insist that a “uniform score” be truly uniform. The 
“only way for the UBE to be truly portable is to get every 
jurisdiction to agree to use and pay a centralized scoring 
service to grade it and standardize it based wholly on 
a national distribution. That scoring service would, of 
course, be NCBE.”30 
Before we proceed down that road, however, we 
need to ask the following questions. They are important, 
but the answers are even more important because they 
determine the future of legal education and access to the 
profession.
• Over what aspects of the licensing process do we 
want “centralized control?” 
• Do we want a “central collection point” for all 
bar exam data for all bar candidates as NCBE has 
offered to become?31 Is NCBE the right entity for 
this purpose? If so, what oversight shall there be 
and by whom?
• Is the next step a national law license?
Finally, the very question of whether the UBE achieves 
its primary purpose of assessing whether a candidate is 
competent to practice law is in doubt. As presently con-
ceived and administered, the UBE cannot be a measure 
of a candidate’s “minimum competency” if the same 
person can be found “competent” to practice law in one 
UBE jurisdiction and “incompetent” in another when it 
is the same person with the same skill level writing the 
same exam. ■
1. UBE: Uniform Bar Examination, National Conference of Bar Examiners, 
www.ncbex.org/exams/ube/. The National Conference of Bar Examiners 
(NCBE) develops and sells these three test instruments to jurisdictions. The 
MBE is a multiple-choice exam with 200 questions testing examinees’ knowl-
edge of Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law, Contracts and UCC Article 2, 
Criminal Law and Procedure, Evidence, Real Property, and Torts. The MEE 
includes essay questions covering these MBE subjects and five additional 
areas. The MPT consists of two performance tasks where examinees complete 
“lawyerly” assignments using the material from the provided Law Library 
and Client File.
“Forum shopping,” however, may level the playing fi eld 
for the individual in a way that the current scoring and 
weighting of the bar exam components does not.
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